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Grinkevich, and Justin Boswell

Virtual Bus Simulation

Faculty Advisor: Dr. Milos Manic

Driver and Fuel Efficiency

Sponsor: Idaho National Laboratories
Sponsor Advisor: David Gertman (INL)

Virtual Bus Simulation is a 3D system that will enable researchers to
evaluate:
•
•
•

Fuel efficiency
The impact of driver distractions on overall performance,
leading towards improved driver safety
Possible additions in improving efficiency of vehicles
through providing simulations

Achievements

Previous Work

What is Virtual Bus?

In the next phase, we were able to:

First, we familiarized
ourselves with the
ongoing research
efforts at the Idaho
National Laboratory in
Fuel Efficiency.

Prompter, "Development and Demonstration for National Fuel Efficiency”, research effort.

Development

Hardware
Our new CS Department Virtual Reality Lab will use:
•
•
•
•

100 ft2 curved projection screen
3 projector system, configured for seamless image
projection
Separate displays for dashboard and vehicle control to
create a more realistic feel
Force-feedback steering wheel and pedals

Our project started with the task of selecting a 3D rendering engine. After
collecting the requirements and evaluating options, we selected the
Ogre3D rendering engine.
Features
MIT license

Ogre3D
yes

Windows support

yes

Dynamic Terrain

yes

Lighting (ambient, dynamic, shadows)

yes

Skydomes

yes

Load objects from 3DSMax or Maya

yes

Multi-viewport support

yes

GUI overlay

yes

By using the latest stable version of
Ogre3D, we were able to implement
easily changed maps, bus models,
and realistic collision detection
physics.
VBUS developed by MHRG and INL, hosted in CAES (INL)

Top View of the simulator system

• Create and export a scene and a model from a 3D modeling software.
• Parse the exported scene and load resources needed for rendering.
• Integrate a full featured physics engine to implement collision
detection and more realistic driving mechanics
• Improve performance by limiting required assets as well as adjusting
meshes and scene objects
• Create realistic lighting

Side view of the simulator system

Our new design allows for an
incredibly modular design, which
allows for fast upgradability and
adaptation for new studies.

Loaded scene and bus model
Screenshot of the early prototypes

Future
Research in fuel efficiency is a vital part of our future development as a
nation. With new policies being put in place by the government to push for
more efficient transportation, this technology is needed more than ever
before.
Another view of the scene

New policies in the works state that by the Model Year 2025 cars and light
duty trucks will be expected to have 54.5 mpg. Soon heavy transports will
have to abide by these stricter standards.
The Virtual Bus Simulation can be used for more than just Bus
Simulation. Our system can easily be modified to accommodate
research in all weight classes leading us towards a more fuel
efficient future.

